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The Persistence of Green

Within a week, I promise to return. This scene, I trust, will be the same,

unchanged, no different from today, last week or weeks before. But I will be

penciled in again. The trees will remain a canopy suspended over sleeping

bags and campfire, like a great weathered tent letting in light through holes

and seams. Any sign of my trespass is taken with me when I leave. Nothing

is left behind except for footprints in wet ashes where the fire was. I do not

want to know I was here. But smoke, some mornings, staggers out from

camp across the lake to mix with steam. The air is made heavy with carbon

mists, and I view the trees through screens. Along the ground, a linen breeze

is hung. The greenery ignores the smoke from the fire and my cigarettes, and

the exhaust from cars on the interstate, and plumes from the factories to the

north, and never asks that I should breathe, but still I do.

When I have gone and fires have died, and cigarettes are all put out, when

factories close up and the dust from some careening asteroid has settled

down, green will return again. And the sky will be a deep blue something.

I
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Silos and Grain Elevators

So everything has become of us. Our planet, set aside for holocaust, has

somehow shaken its destiny. No more hiding under desks or DEFCON

warnings--from here, eternity seems farther away. The violent shade of

crimson appears only as a scattering of flecks that fade and shrink on maps

that are already out of date. Far-off sandbox conflicts stir with the remnants of

our thrift-store surplus. Even now the dogs turn on one another, and we

build houses with sugar cubes.
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Dreams and a Wireless

A twisting rectangle of gray-yellow paint throws itself across a room,

disguised as moonlight through an open window. A singular boy sits up in

bed, hiding in darkness beneath the covers. A radio is pressed to his cheek.

"Twenty-four hours of all-news radio, at 1490 on your AM dial," the words

continue after a brief commercial interruption, never ceasing. The anthem

never plays. One half of the boy's brain consumes itself with the association

of words and pictures. The other half does its best to ignore dogs barking

outside and parents talking in the next room. One ear goes deaf and the

remaining takes over. The room becomes somewhere else, with guns and

revolutionaries, smoke and teargas. He thrusts his hand into the mattress,

pushing away the damp leaves on the forest floor. There is sand beneath this

skin. Deeper, the earth is cold. One foot down is the top of a man's head, and

the boy spins it around so they are face to face. Next door another child sits,

defined by the glow of the television.
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Credit In Heaven

Paying little attention to the street on which he was working, or the

barking dogs that go with the job, a postman bumped into an angel--though

he didn't know it at the time.

"What's the address, ma'am?"

"Pardon?"

"The address. Did I miss your house?"

"Oh, no, no. I need to talk to you."

"Look, nothing's supposed to keep me from my rounds; rain, sleet,

snow, women in bathrobes . . ."

"I'm not a woman in a bathrobe. I'm an angel."

The postman stood consumed and unaware of the heatless glow

surrounding them. The dogs stood silent, ears perked and wondering. The

angel told the postman that since he had led a life so free from sin, there was

to be offered a reward for his commitment. The postman remained silent,

and the angel pressed a hard sell.

"The world has become such a disaster--problems in research and

development--we feel that to get other people to keep from sinning every day,

we should start an incentive program. Since you've been so good you can

partake in an otherwise mortal sin, at no cost--so to speak. Christianity will

gain from your endorsement."
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The postman waited a moment and asked for a gun, and the angel

granted his wish.

"You gonna rob a bank? Bump off the postmaster general? Can I help?"

The postman said no, took out a stamp, placed it on his forehead and

in his best Elvis Presley, said, "Return to sender." He raised the gun to his

temple and pulled the trigger.
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The Work That Shapes Our Hands

Egyptian sons and Shawabiti made rough the plains of Giza.

A great slab of mud and tar-silt from the Nile begat sand castles,

And a thousand years, of a million hands rubbing, made them smooth.

Shawabiti were small for craftsmen, so Egyptians hauled the sand,

Leaving little ones to hone and strip, and make use of what they knew.

In the end, after Cheops, they cast themselves in copper and slept,

Erased by men and history, to instill some sense of nostalgia.
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A Broken Frame

She crawled to him, her hands still damp with iodine from the broken

bottle. He was on the floor, his lungs sucking in small quantities of air--

gurgling through the blood which continued to rise in his throat. With the

shards of glass, she drew tiny crevasses in his face and neck, careful not to

break her own skin. The streams grew into a network of tiny rivers, rising to

overflow and running together. She was worried that this accident, which

she had so carefully planned, could mean the end, but she was proud of her

work, just the same.

She stood above him, her eyes still dimmed from crying. With the

release of his last breath, she felt a sickened tug in her gut, and the front porch

offered the only air free from the lingering musk of his passing. She waited

for a moment, and with a breeze, returned to the kitchen. His blood had

thickened in a confident halo on the tile beneath his head, and a solitary fly

wandered in through the open door to investigate. She picked up the phone,

set it down again, and bent to comb through his hair with her hand. While

she hovered with the fly, the phone sounded. The suddenness did not bother

her as much as the reality of its ceasing.

Stooping again, she took her hair down, gently snaking it along his

face, and she kissed him until her lips had become stained with him.

Nothing left to do, she picked up the phone again and dialed the emergency

number, and set the phone on the counter.

She knelt a third time and gently massaged the new stain on the front

of his trousers. She viewed him from every angle, and feeling her work was

finished, she dipped a finger in the pool of blood and signed her name near

his foot. With a weighted sigh, she left, as always.
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A Play Called from the Sidelines

"The theater was cold, as I remember, and the action--or motion rather,

on stage did little to keep my eyes from traveling. The sets and lights seemed

much more interesting than the players--so much in fact that I faded through

the glow of rigging into a daydream. I imagined the rehearsals; director and

cast intent on adaptation of the weathered and aging words in the script

before them. Nothing new, the same thing in a slightly different way. I was

sure that somewhere else another cast was doing nothing different, just as

always. I also dreamt of the applause for the actors; the actors accepting credit

for someone else's work, but such is the theater and all of acting, I supposed.

The daydream was broken when I saw a mouse scurrying across the

rear of the stage, oblivious to the lack of talent only inches away. He moved

left to right and again, looking up the scrim at the rigging. I watched him

climb the curtain moving higher and further away into the glow. Once on

the cross-rigging he was little more then a darkened spot moving along a line.

I pictured the possibility of his falling; down one side of the curtain, he would

fall into the light and life of the stage, down the other side would be dark and

dust. I fell asleep watching his movements, breathing with lines and

movement, planes of light and dark.
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I saw a great axis, a crossing of lines and planes, floating in a void. On

one line (x), was a sexless, faceless, human body. The axis rotated to reveal a

brain, hovering abcve the intersecting line (y). Beneath this great cross,

planes extended below the lines. On one side of each plane, in a wash of

yellows and reds, was consciousness, awakenings, and life. On the opposite

side of the planes, in purple hues, was unconsciousness, sleep, and death. The

planes were separate from the lines, yet attached--like curtains. Piercing the

intersection of both lines and planes was a third line; nothing more.

When I had viewed the axis from all angles, the body and brain began

to transverse their respective lines. Both moved at a similar pace at first, but

soon the body stopped and fell, pulled by the gravity of sleep and

unconsciousness. Just as the body fell, the brain stopped its movement, and

fell to the side of consciousness. This process was repeated a thousand times,

in rapid succession, with different combinations of movement and falling.

It came to me that each movement represented a different life. The

body and brain would begin to grow at equal rates, but eventually one would

overcome the other. The balance would then be broken, and one or the other

would simply fall into a sleep state. The other half, brain or body, would then

stop and fall, suspended in an awake state, but true growth would end.
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After I had settled my theories on the X and Y lines, and their planes, I

then questioned the third line, Z. In every combination of movement I had

seen, the intersection had never been reached. I reckoned then that Z

represented that perfection which is eternally sought, but never wholly

attained.

I woke submerged in applause at the end of the play, confused with

what I had seen, until the curtain calls, when I saw the mouse descend the

curtain."

"Yeah, right."
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The Jury in the Glass

There are four tables, including mine, and a waitress--who is Chinese. This is

a buffet, so all she really does is fill water glasses and ask if everything is all

right. At table one, there is a family of five--garden variety white trash, but

the children are well behaved. I imagine them being beaten for talking. The

wife--she can't be more than twenty--says nothing. When the waitress fills

their glasses, for the second time since I've been watching, the father simply

nods his head and looks around the room from beneath the brim of his

Peterbilt cap. Table two has a pair of lesbians, with stereotypical matching,

short haircuts--very masculine. They seem a little paranoid, and say only

"thank you" when their glasses are filled. Nothing else, no smile, no nod--

nothing. They do not speak or look at each other when the waitress leaves.

An older man and his wife are at table three, I can see them perfectly through

the reflection in the window. Old money. She talks constantly, and with her

hands. Lots of rings. He only nods and acts like he's listening. The waitress

doesn't get anything here, the wife just goes on yacking. I look around the

mirror image of the room in the glass, and I see the waitress looking at me.
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Yawn

He had just finished glancing over the headlines of the tabloid papers and

was directing his eyes toward the candy racks, to see if the store carried Zero

bars, when the bag boy yawned. Normally, he paid little attention to the

actions of a bag boy, but this yawn directly involved him. He felt as if he had

been infected with a horribly contagious disease, and he was already showing

symptoms. His jaw loosened and his mouth opened before he had a chance

to do anything whatsoever about it. How very ungraceful. To think that from
time to time we just open wide and lose all control of our faces. . . . He was

mulling over the notion that there is only one original yawn that has just

been passed around for centuries. The original yawn. That which was taken

from a bored serpent and passed to a sinless Eve, made more powerful with

each generation, corrupting and condemning. . . . Suddenly the checkout girl,

whom he had infected, yawned a polite, hand-covered yawn. The urge began

to grow again within him, that urge to do what she had just done, and pass it

on to someone else, or even back to her. He bit down hard on his own teeth,

his eyes teared, and he fought against it, but his face gave in and he let the

yawn out, carried forward by his own pitiful breath. He saw another bag boy

in another line take his yawn like good gossip, passing it on yet again. With
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his groceries sacked, the man exited, wondering why they never carry Zero

bars, and thinking about hiccups.
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We'll Call It Sonny

There was a time when she was sure--when she had. no doubts about

herself or him, or their "partnership," as it was called. She did love him, but

now she felt lost in his endless embraces, choking on his unwelcome

affection. The thing she didn't realize was that although her pregnancy made

her uncomfortable with him sometimes, he was growing ill with the thought

that they would remain joined forever, together or apart, by that "thing"

growing inside her. It alone would be the tether, a death line. They were not

married, but he knew that marriage was merely a term, a legality. If they were

to split, child support, or the lack of it, would suck him hard and dry. He

chose then to stay, even if the only real reason was financial convenience,

and he felt justified in his actions.

He loved her enough, for now, but not enough to share the lifelong

responsibility of an immediate descendant. Abortion was a question never

asked. She simply could not, or would not, because of religious or parental

convictions. It was his fault. It was her fault. He had to stick around.
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A month went by, then another, and another. With the passage of
each came more hatred and disgust for that thing inside her. His thing, their

thing. From what he could tell, she didn't want it either. It showed in her

eyes. She had become pained by her tumor, and tired of the emotional

trapeze from which she had been suspended. But they never talked about it.

Regardless of what he felt, or what she was beginning to feel, it was too late

for physical expulsion. It was coming to term, and he had to come to terms

with it.

On the twenty-second day of the eighth month, a simple notion

formed in the back of his brain, and ricocheted from synapse to synapse,

landing firmly and inescapably in his frontal lobe. For him to be free, the

thing had to be destroyed.

She walked past him, barefoot, with cleaning supplies in hand. It

wasn't as if she was playing maid and servant to him; her doctor told her that

physical activity during pregnancy was healthy. It sounded like a good idea to

him, too. Who was he to argue with science? He was on the couch watching

a basketball game, and after a half an hour or so, she stopped and sat on the

arm of the sofa.
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"Who's winning?" she asked.

"Duke's up by nine."

"How much time's left?"

"First half's almost over, why don't you sit down for a while?"

"I'm fine. Do you have anything that needs washing?"

"My workout stuff is in the hamper. I'll get it."

"I'll get it."

As she left,, opportunity strolled into the room and stood naked in

front of the television. Now or never.

He stood and waited for a moment, watching slow motion highlights

from the first half, giving her time to get upstairs. On his way up,

justifications swam through his cranial fluids, becoming crossword puzzles,

jumbling and mixing, but all pointing to the

same end result. It would make things easier--for both of them. She would be

all right, maybe a broken leg, or rib--healed in time. It would be dead, surely.

At the top of the stairs, she sat separating lights and darks, and putting

them into corresponding baskets.

"Wanna help?" she asked.

"Sure." He sat beside her and in a few minutes they were done.

"Would you bring that one down please?"

"Anything for you ... "

She picked up her basket and headed for the stairs.
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On the second step, he pushed her, lightly--just enough to send her on

her way.

He watched, with no visible expression as she tumbled. Head feet, head feet.

Slow motion, like a car crash, or a fist fight. No sound at all, but merely an

intense physical swirl. She had tried to stop herself, but after the first

revolution, she was unconscious. An object in motion.

She came to rest on her left side, at the bottom, and he hurried down to

investigate. There were no signs of broken bones, but she was not breathing.

He rolled her over, gagging at the sight of the twitching form beneath her

dress. Then came the crying. It had been expelled, alive. It was a boy.
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Discourse and Hallucinations of Several Set to Drown

With the heat of morning, a garden grew beneath their paddling feet--yet no

one saw or would consider trespass. The three huddled together around part

of a life-boat--six red limbs clambering over a shank of timber like ants.

The Butcher could see nothing (save the glare from the waves in the

doldrums). So very much like the freshness of a cleaver in the sun. And

what about the sun? That hateful blaze that had caused his eyes to blister had

not faded, and he saw the men in silver circling the trees. The rainbows of

prisms, heaving under the weighted light of mid-day, somehow confused

themselves with reaction. And he held on, and watched blades fill the field.

The Baker was lost again in sugar and powder. Where is my baking powder? I

know it's here somewhere! He saw the sky as birthday icing, and tried his

best to taste it. Everything has too much salt! Too much salt. No one would

taste his finest. And he held on, and cooked himself in the sun.
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A Candle-stick Maker was also in the party, and from everything he knew--

wax, and wicks, and heretics--all things need time to cool. He could not set in

the heat. Air was good for breathing, but the wind threatened to blow him

out to sea, and into the rest of it. And he held on, his melting skin casting a

relief of the wood.

Night came, and with it rain and that cold un-feeling. The darkness split

again and hope fell from them. As individuals, they slipped into the green.

They were joined again, rolling in the surf.
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Throwing Things

I have no energy for creating illusions, or for destroying them. Every sentence

in my brain stands alone as an isolated combination of something already

said. All feeling has been pushed aside by a growing hatred of everything

considered a word. I am left with an exposed message on a page which shows

no sign of that relative term called emotion. The pen can only guide itself

through that part of me which lies in want of inspiration, going further into

the void where no word carries anything but its own. But I have nothing

more than few little scribbles. Now fatigue begins to swing slowly from my

eyelids and the minute hand dances by like the spinner on a twister board.

Coffee. Just a squeeze of the adrenal glands and ... nothing. I could spit out

something someone else has said and rearrange it, drop in a word or two of

my own, and pass it off as insightful revision. Or just steal something, old

forgotten words. Maybe a translation. We are all thieves and magpies. Every

one of us. Just steal the whole or pieces of it, digest it and deliver it to

someone who doesn't know any better. But nothing comes to mind.
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Mind at the End of the Tether

He opened his eyes and gently squirmed from beneath the bulk which

covered the left side of his body. She sighed heavily with his movement but

remained asleep, her eyes moving under the thin skin that covered them. He

turned to the glowing orange face of the old analog clock, which cast a warm

hue over the desk, and he picked it up to examine it more closely. The

heartbeat of the second-hand comforted him, as did the hum from the

clockworks inside, and he held the beast to the girl's sleeping face and it

glowed, as if lit by a sunrise. She slept still, but now her eyes seemed lifeless

under their blankets, and she took deep, regular breaths into her tiny frame.

He moved closer to her. Her skin was a warm contrast to the damp sheets,

which had grown cold in the night air. He still held the tiny animal, whose

changing face he had consulted countless times before, and they watched her,

waiting for the effects of the drug to fade.

II

After an hour, he was still wide awake, and the voices came. They

questioned him about himself, her, and his addiction. Leaving his tiny

friend, he got up and stumbled, groping towards the bathroom, hoping that

there he would find something to answer the question of his induced

insomnia. Once inside, the cold tile floor felt especially interesting to him,

and he stooped to examine the surface more fully. He spent a half an hour



gazing blindly into the endlessly changing patterns falling into themselves

like a suspended kaleidoscope, hovering beneath a grouted frame. When the

floor no longer interested him he glanced up to the medicine cabinet, and was

not pleased with what he saw. The voices continued, questioning his

strength, and his sanity.

III

Avoiding mirrors is one of the rules" of the drug that he always tried

to observe, but since the medicine cabinet hid behind one, he rose to face

himself for the first time. His eyes seemed grotesquely puffy and his pores

became rows of carefully dug holes, out of which grew single strands of rope,

darkening near his chin. He would have closed his eyes and turned away, but

he had no eyelids to hide behind. The voices came again, and he became his

father. He snapped-to for a second, when a dog barked outside, and he quickly

flung the cabinet open. Among the drab copper bottles and childproof caps of

the prescription drugs stood a cold bottle of liquid emeralds. He drank the

NyQuil as fast as he could and leaned down and drank from the faucet,

washing the sticky film from his mouth. But when the voices came again, he

found a syringe, breathed a final breath and went in to argue. Fifteen minutes

passed and a single strand of a spider's web began to pass through his brain, in

short, painful tugs. With the fourth pull of the line came the sound of it

passing through his skull, a nail through a coffee can over and over again.
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Every movement of his body squeezed the great spongy covering that was his

skin, and salt water filled the bed clothes. He spoke but no one answered.
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Independence Day

A boy and his mother sat on the hood of the station wagon, in the freshly

cleared field behind the shopping mall. The evening air still felt warm in his

lungs, from the heat of the afternoon. They had come to watch the fireworks

display, but the wait made him impatient, and he almost asked if they could

just go home. As the first rocket was fired, he realized that it was the first of

many holidays that he would spend without his father. He remembered his

dad in the hospital, telling him that he would have to be the man of the

house soon, but it had all seemed so far away then. Now, he felt almost

ashamed of his excitement when a rocket would go up, each making a deep

sucking sound as it departed. His mother kept her eyes high, and the boy was

glad to see her smile again, but the day had been long and hot, and he was

tired. After the final barrage had been sent up, and the smells of gun-powder

taken away with the breeze, the two climbed into the car. The boy stretched

out across the seat, his head pressed firmly against his mother's hip, and he

tried to think for a moment about his day. The static images of Washington

and Liberty Bells swirled into simple shades of red and blue, and then he fell

asleep--dreaming ancient amphibian dreams of breaking the surface and

crawling on land beneath the dying thunder of fading volcanoes.
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Dodger

Suspended on an ocean of perspiration, I float. Motionless. The dreams I

should be having are on retreat, driven back by the endless armies of worry

that march through my battle-scarred brain. The ceiling takes on new shapes

with each passing second, while the lines of light on the far wall move in a

constant, random pattern as the fan turns toward the window blinds. I am

awake. When I try to rub my eyes, knuckles drag deep furrows across drying

corneas. I cannot close them. They burn. I stumble, drifting through the

dunes and up the beach to the bathroom. With the light-switch on, I

remember that I left my eyelids on the back of a chair to dry after my shower. I

fall back in bed, notching the hours on the wall, thinking of a war I never

fought.
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What a Single Word Can Do

It's been hours since the crash, and we're still waiting for some news about

you. Most of us have stayed here, but Tim and Noel had to go home to get

ready for work. They'll be by the phone though--all day. I'll be here, don't

worry. I really wish we knew something--one single word that would either

bleed the life out of us, or let us breathe. I don't think I've had so much

coffee before, and I've never been so helpless. It's not anything like the

waiting rooms on t.v., with everyone consoling one another, in a clean, quiet

sort of place. We can't even sit together--your dad is across the room beside a

minor head injury, tapping his piano-hammer fingers on the arm of a chair.

We're all scattered among the wounded. Every time the nurse comes to the

door, we look up at him, but it's never about you. Not like t.v. at all. It's like

when we were little and you had to go home at five, and we'd all wait on the

curb while you went in and asked to stay out longer. We'd just sit there and

wait for you to come to the screen door and say, "Y-E-S spells yes" or "N-O is

no." Like that.
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Sometimes I Think of Eric

The drug did not fade as quickly as he thought it would, and the clock which

had comforted him only seconds before, seemed to laugh through the

minutes they counted together. He rose above himself, climbing into the

opposite corner of the room, where he could look down upon her. He had

wrapped her in silk, just like the others, yet he was not hungry. She would

wait. He grew smaller and smaller until the ceiling became an endless plane

of calcified mountains, across which a great wind blew from the air vent. He

could talk himself out of what he saw, but he could not deny where he was.

He had been taken from himself by his own hands, and the five years that

went through his brain were three days to the girl and seven weeks to the

hospital. Now he sits, rocking, staring at the clock on the wall at the nurse's

station.
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In A Doorway

Little sister mixed her days of melancholy with hours of hope,

revolving within the boundary of her room, and I would stop and watch her

from the hall when I passed. With her head down, she would sway to a deaf

man's song, sobbing into the pillow in her arms. It was possible for a day to

escape her, yet few were able. Anything that reminded her of him, or what he

meant, would send her to the strength of her room, and another day drowned

by crying. Sometimes from the distance of the doorway, I joined her in

silence.

I was sure that despite her age, she understood. Her tears were not

those of confusion, but of the absolute reality that he was never coming back.

All of us had to continue, and mother was struggling enough on her own, so

I took it upon myself to look in on little sister during the coming weeks. She

got better, as days were spent, as we all did, but more than anything else about

the time, I remember the last of her black days. She was in her room, pacing

along the toys lined up against the wall, when she turned to the dollhouse

near the closet, looking in at the family with painted smiles and ill-fitting

clothes. I watched little sister open the house at its hinges, without word.

She reached in and took the father, put him in a shoe box under the bed, and I

never saw her cry again.
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The Bear on the Back of a Runner

The pace never feels right, and until the first split-times are called, they

cannot know how fast they are moving--only that they are. Thirteen miles

pass quickly, and they wander the streets like homeless dogs; dragging

skeletons wrapped in gauze and sweat. From fourteen on, the pack stretches

and a leader punches through. He will carry the bear. Miles continue to fall,

leaving some behind, and the bear takes on weight by mile twenty. In the last

eight hundred meters, every breath taken by the leader is still warm with the

exhale of the pack, and the bear begins to squirm. It is here that the change

occurs; the pounding feet of others behind seem closer, and the bear asks if

you are running for something or from something else. But then the line is

crossed, and the leader stops and walks, hands on head, drowned in the water

of mother, and waits to congratulate the others. They cross in two's and

three's. Within fifteen minutes, most of the original pack is done. In parking

lots, they consort in discussions of coming events; they would grind

themselves into pavement.
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A Nosebleed Surrender

I waited on the top of a growing pile of brick and stone, convincing myself

that death was the only way out of Ireland. Expanding all around me were

the glowing denials of night that I called Dublin, and beneath my boots, to the

core of the sphere, was everything I considered home. My friends wandered

along, as expected, and asked how long I had been waiting. I said long enough.

The three of us walked along the concrete river bank to the bridge, following

behind the pebble we passed between us.

The bridge was where it had always been, but I thought the water looked

different, so far away and dark. We had always heard that this was the place to

end it, and my friends questioned my certainty. I said nothing. A tanker

drifted in, and the single arm raised from the opposite bank to welcome it

home. As the bridge lifted, the lettering on the underside became almost

clear. The East Link. The clearance horn sounded, and I said I was ready. I

repeated the instructions to my friends, and they repeated the story. The horn

was silenced, and I climbed the embankment and said good-bye. With that, I

jumped. I remember my body being completely stiff, in wait of contact, but

when my boots hit the water, I lurched forward and struck my knee soundly

with my nose. The fall wasn't as long as I thought, I remember coming to the

surface and thinking that it wasn't much of a jump, but the water was so cold
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and polluted that all I wanted to do was get out. My friends heard me

thrashing about and called down to see if I was alive. I said I thought it was a

bit obvious. I swam to the access ladder and climbed. At the top rung I turned

and faced the Link again as it closed. The two faithful others stumbled over

laughing hysterically at my failure saying I was the only person in the world

who could muck a suicide. Then they stopped laughing and told me I was

bleeding horribly from the nose. I pinched my beak and tilted my head up at

the moon. They asked me if I was going to try again. I asked them how

anyone could be expected to end it all with such a wound to deal with.
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I Can Wait

"I feel I can't go on," she said,

"I think I would be better dead."

She knelt, she cried, I held her head.

I thought I knew what she was feeling.

She turned to close the door, and I

Assisted in her suicide.

Now that she's on the other side,

I know what she was after.

A cold and wet November's day,

We lowered her into a grave.

I'd never seen her look so brave . ..

Now worms consume her body.
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Cupid Masturbates

He is not an angel, but a devil,

And when he hits me with an arrow,

It sticks in my back, and twists, and tears, and is painful.

I wandered upon him in the woods once.

He was sitting on a stone with his back to me,

So I tapped him on the shoulder and begged his pardon,

But he never even turned around.

He just said, "I'm going blind man. . . ," and laughed himself into a sob.

Registration

I've been raped a thousand times,

By bookstore prices and parking fines,

And administrators who can't be human.

And into this closing class I live in,

I cannot bear this child.
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A Way to Grow

Yellow flowers, there in the garden

Growing and blooming, season to season,

As caring hands prescribe.

Turning each day to face the sun,

Alien ornamentation

In ground where there once was something.

The graying trunk and browning leaves of a young tree

Planted in vain,

Stands alone with limbs raised upward

Praying for a second chance.

Weeds will poke through the grass forever

With no care at all.
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Cutting Heads

It was late Saturday night, or early Sunday morning.

The filthy air was thick and hot in the little room

Where we had gathered in a semi-circle around a tiny stage.

On it, a bassman played, and a drummer kept time.

A young boy, played first,

And fast.

He knew every scale, and every mode

And the sound that he made was clean, and clear, and calculated.

Then an old man with cracked hands and a tired smile stood to play

And we knew after the first note who was king.
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Chance

Luck is not an empathetic element

That chooses the side of the true and worthy,

But merely a sickened little man

Who creates benign catastrophes

And imposes malevolent justices

By the flip of a coin.

He cannot be denied,

For I have tried to face him,

Only to return a wiser man.
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Pushing the River

I lie in our canoe

Following the twisting ribbon of sky

Between the canopies of the trees

On opposite banks.

It is a mirror and a map of the transparent road we float upon.

My brother needlessly steers with a single oar

And follows the downstream V.

I have no use for daydreams.
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Nothing Better to Do

I float within the boundaries

Of this concrete oasis

And wish that the sun would stop hiding.

The water is a plane

Shattered by bodies and a sort of cynicism

But I will leave the glass unbroken

Because I am too lazy.

With my eyes closed,

I can feel the sun as it flees,

Warming my liquid skin for only a second

Before casting shadows from behind

The rain clouds that gather with the wind.
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There Sits a Poet by Poolside

There is a constant murmur of distant workmen

Hammering, sawing, creating.

Cars drift by on neighboring streets

Busily going somewhere and nowhere

To make decisions for someone.

The silence of the lunch hour is raped by a whistle

And the bodies take position on the assembly line

Fastening, tightening, moving along.

And there he is

Pen in hand,

Observing, and thinking

Himself some sort of genius,

Scribbling the gospel

For other thinkers and idiots.
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Hlm mmm.

I have no energy for creating illusions,

Or for stopping them.

These words stand alone

As isolated combinations of things already said.

All feeling is pushed aside

Leaving an exposed message

On a page which shows no sign

Of that relative term called emotion.

The pen guides itself through that part of me which lies

In want of inspiration,

Going even further into the void,

Where no word carries more than any other.
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Greater Than Less Than

Here I am,

A white heterosexual male.

And to those who claim that others,

Made in my fashion,

Have walked upon you,

I say

I owe you

Nothing.

But I offer to you,

Item one

On your pressure-group's wish list,

The throne of ultimate equality.

For I choose now,

As I always have,

To stand.
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I've Seen Me Before

Now, as I sit at my desk to work,

I see a graveyard.

And it occurs to me

There aren't enough graves.

Even if there were only one dead person

For each living one,

In this town alone,

There would be graves everywhere.

I fear a great conspiracy.

The dead are being recycled.
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Another Sick Man

Across the water, in a line of trees

There is a tower.

And in that tower is a sick man.

Behind that tower, is another tower

That holds another sick man.

Further still are more towers,

And more sick men,

Who digest microwave transmissions and radio waves

And cast the waste upon the bloated masses below

Who are not aware of what they swim in.
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The Way It Is

The Earth doesn't seem so old to me,

And I can't honestly say what happened even fifty years ago.

So I take on faith what did.

The hundred years before Grandfather

Are as distant from him as me.

But we agree to the common myth, as it is written

And the world has seemed contented

Since the day we began shaping our history.
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Service for Two

I sat in the church with the grandson of the deceased.

He looked more confused than sad,

She had gone so unexpectedly.

My own grandmothers passing was more of a relief than anything,

She had been sick for so long.

The service started,

Kind words were said,

And we prayed a few times.

I had met his grandmother only once,

So I didn't feel directly involved with what was happening.

School had prevented me from attending my grandmother's funeral,

She lived too far away,

And my parents thought it best that I just take my finals.

We would talk about it later.

We never really did though.

The service ended, and my friend and I rose to leave.

One of us was crying.
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When Fall Gives Way

When the autumn comes, the earth breathes fire into dying trees,

Warming blood, and lending light to their extremities

Until the winter comes on an unassuming night,

Taking away what autumn gave, another annual genocide.
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Body by Neglect

I lie in the grasp of an odd machine,

Crafted to replace what convenience has erased,

Hoping that it will flex and heave my weakened remains

Into the living form I once was,

For I have grown soft from being someone else this year.
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Addiction

Addiction is a slutty woman

Who calls to weakened, married men

Until the need takes over

And they secretly meet when the wife has gone.
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Armistice on Old 75 North

Gradual fingers of plant life creep across

A narrow stretch of old highway.

Two opposing armies

Venturing into no-man's land

To shake hands.
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In an Open Field

The Scarecrow stands in an barren field,

Arms outstretched and head bowed

Waiting for work that will never come

And counting the cars as they pass.
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Something Someone Else Has Probably Already Said

The muse is a cheap whore

And though she can be bought with a few drinks,

It is nearly impossible to get her to work for free.
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The Ignorance Of Liquid

The water is light and constant, flickering in

On wind that heaves the grass and leaves, with me.

The coastline, obscured by dazzle ships and toys

Is lost in freight, ignored by Heron roosts

And studied less by remnants, left in trees.

The water, blackened dead and fading, gropes

The shore like tenants fleeing fire, who jump

And trade their burns for concrete warmth below.

And still the water is the same, but burdened.

Oil slicks from engines play the sun too well;

A stretched expanse of tin foil crinkled blind,

Tension is strong, and good for skipping stones,

The best are exposed by watermark, and hands.
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A Sense of Senseless Senses

Here it comes, that cold un-feeling again.

The moon is a spy wearing a cloak that I've penciled in

And the watch he keeps is a curtain folding over me.

But nothing is wrong, tonight is not like the rest.

Standing sweat is cooled, and the skin that covers my chest

Is a lover who trembles as she sleeps.

Day comes as a nail and dreams break with the dew.

Pain is taken in the confines of hues.

Cast out with the moon, I am caged for one more day.
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The Fan and the Bellows

In the front of the classroom,

An actor waits, to play

The part of fisherman.

He knows the lines,

And cannot miss; these words of his,

Standardized and rehearsed, are dead.

The fish gather, sucking and gulping.

The bait is taken and the fish climb

To the surface, take in air, and die.

The fish become the fisherman.
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Pull Over

Either side of 82 West is the same.

Tacky orange clay gathers whatever foliage comes to rest,

Holding trees by the branches so the roots are in the air.

It would be like the mesquite fields of South Texas,

If someone hadn't peeled back the skin

Out here.

The power lines don't really go anywhere--

(Electricity is useless when no one is home)

They are only burdened by the occasional hawk,

Waiting for movement in the scrub.

We stopped a few miles back to climb a hill

And get a better look at things.

It occured to me then--to all of us,

We talked about it

Briefly:

It would be good

To be so alone, to live out here as a hunter,

Following the food until it led us inevitably back

To the city.
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Atlantis: An Architect Swims

Judging by plans and theory,

Nothing held true to form.

It had all been forseen years ago,

And I believe in prophecies,

But I thought it could go under en masse.

I had a vision of columns and pillars

Standing, under glass--covered

In a spreading green.

I have always had faith

In prophets and geometry,

And I hate that the latter failed me.

But I was the one left shouting,

"I told you so"--and here I am,

Floating above the ruins,

Dreading going home and listening

To my wife complain

About walking up the hill.


